Temperature Screening Solutions
Tailored Temperature Screening for the Education Industry

Use Cases

THERMAL CAMERA FIXED MOUNT
Medium to High People Volume

THERMAL CAMERA MOBILE STATION
Low to Medium People Volume

CENTURION STANDING KIOSK
Low to Medium People Volume

Locations

Thermal cameras are portable and versatile. School and university officials can set up their systems in the following locations and more.

- Drop-off lines
- Student entrances
- Staff entrances
- Pep rallies
- Open houses
- Football stadiums
- Libraries
- Cafeterias
- Gyms

Key Benefits of ICI Solutions

RAPID SCREENING
Screen temperatures in mere seconds, allowing school faculty and students to get to class right on time. Rapid screening keeps the drop-off line moving smoothly and safely.

HIGHEST ACCURACY
When it comes to the health of students and employees, accuracy is critical. Our infrared systems are accurate to within ± 0.1° to ± 0.3° Celsius.

SIMPLE, SAFE & STRESS-FREE PROCESS
Temperature screening is nothing to fear! Non-contact temperature screens for students and teachers of all heights make screening stress-free. ICI solutions enable screening from a social distance, ensuring the staff operator is safe.

RELIABLE TRAINING & SUPPORT
We are here for your customers every step of the way. From setup assistance to staff training, we guide administrators in properly setting up and learning how to use their new systems.

For more information, contact us: (409) 861-0788 | info@infraredcameras.com | www.infraredcameras.com
Key Features of ICI Products

1. Self-Service or Attended Stations
   Attended solutions are perfect for checking temperatures at school entrances and other areas with heavy foot traffic. Appoint an operator to monitor screening test results to allow students to safely enter or seek a secondary screening. Self-service kiosks are a great solution for teachers and faculty to quickly test their temperatures without an operator required.

2. Centralized Monitoring
   Control all cameras from one centralized location.

3. Access Control Card
   Restrict access to certain doors, rooms, and buildings with our badge control feature.

4. Red Light / Green Light Signals
   Easily identify normal and elevated body temperatures with a red light/green light signal system.

5. Dual Visual Camera
   Display side-by-side views of both thermal and traditional camera images.

6. Facial Detection
   Facial detection software results in a quicker temperature scan and less time waiting in line. Data is not stored to protect privacy.

7. Facial Recognition
   Facial recognition technology can be enabled to track employees for increased safety and security.

8. Email & Text Notifications
   Receive internal email and text notifications when an individual fails a temperature test so the administration can take the necessary actions.

9. Printed Badge
   Once scanned at one of our self-service kiosks, individuals receive a printed ticket containing their picture, temperature, and screening test result.

10. Inclusion of Declaration Form
    Add customized forms to the kiosk station to collect critical information.

11. Touchless or Touch Screen
    Touchless functionality is available on our kiosk products.

12. Light Alerts
    Green or red lights signal a pass/fail temperature screening test.

13. Audible Alerts
    ICI’s systems produce an audible alarm when an elevated temperature is detected.

Our Solutions Include

- Infrared Camera
- Temperature Reference
- Computer / Screen

ICI Products